
Colored      
Pencils



Colored Pencils have many of the same characteristics as 

graphite pencils. However, they are made of colored wax 

which gives an overall different texture. They are almost 

impossible to erase, always start with light pressure to be 

sure. In the event of an error- an exacto knife can be used to 

scrape away the wax surface, but this will often leave some 

residue on the paper. 



Value, an element of art,  is an important technique/skill to use 

when working with colored pencils. Value can add to a sense of 
depth and it can convey lighting and highlighting. 

Value can be created two ways: 1. by the use of hand pressure; light 
pressure will create a light value while heavy pressure will create a 
dark value. 2. Another way to create value is through the use of 
blending different colors together. An artist may chose light blue, 
medium blue and navy blue to create a sense of value in a work of 
art. 



FYI-Black is fine, but if 
you add a touch of 
blue or another color, 
you will get more 
depth. Remember 

“Black is Flat”  Do not 
mix black with your 
colors to create a 
shadow, use blue, 
purple, etc., mix your 
colors instead. 



Always Blend 

colors together 

by overlapping 

as you move 

across the 

paper. This will 

make your 

drawing have a 

richer color 

overall.



Handling your colored pencils

 NEVER drop or tap your colored pencils.  The 
lead breaks easily and will cause many 
headaches when you go to sharpen them.

 Sharpening:  use a hand sharpener, never 
use the electric sharpener at school, the wax 
will clog the blades and dull the sharpener.  
You may also use a small piece of sandpaper 
to get a good point.

 Erasers: they are NOT effective at removing 
colored lead.  It will end up smudging your 
work.  They can be used to remove a VERY 
light layer of color.  STAY INSIDE OF YOUR 
LINES!



Vocabulary

 Circulism

 Layering / Blending

 Hatching

 Cross Hatching

 Stipple

 Scumbling

 Directional Lines

 Burnishing 

 Colorless Blender



Circulism is a technique that many artists use in attaining a 

realistic skin texture in drawing. People's faces are not perfect and 

should not be rendered so. Circlism is basically drawing very tiny 

overlapping and intertwining circles. The circles do not have to be 

perfect to achieve this effect. Figure 1 simply illustrates circles that 

are overlapping and intertwining.  The circles do not need to be 

this perfect on a drawing, just an example. In figure 2, is a quick 

example of how circulism will look when applied to a drawing. 



Blending 

and 

Layering

Blending is the process of layering colors and merging 
the layers of color together with layering techniques 
and/or combination of blending tools. As a result you 
get rich photo like works. Layering colors gradually, 
building the layers of colors up using light to medium 
pressure can give your works an illusion of depth, 
deepen colors, modify colors, can give the work an 
impression of light or luminosity. 



Transparent Layering
 Also called dry 

layering

 Layer various colors 
with extremely gentle 
pressure 

 Make it appear as if 
the colors meld and 
blend

 Overlap colors when 
making a transition to 
avoid creating a 
rainbow effect

 Allows paper texture 
to show through



Hatching

 Hatching: Repeated, parallel 

long strokes – made with a 

SHARP pencil, not pressing 

hard!!!

 Cross-hatching: Repeated sets 

of parallel strokes in several 

directions



Stipple
 Stippling involves covering an area with 

dots. The resulting image contains no 

lines. It is a collection of dots, strategically 

placed to suggest forms, shapes, contrast 

and depth.



Scumbling

 Colored pencil scumbling is a method of shading 

using tiny circles, sometimes called the 'Brillo 

pad' technique, due to the texture of that brand 

of steel-wire scourer. The texture created 

depends on the size and pressure used to draw 

the circles - you can create a very smooth finish 

or a rough and energetic surface. Scumbling can 

be used to layer a single color or with alternating 

different colors. 



Directional lines/ 

marking

 Directional marks are lines which follow a 
contour, or the direction of hair or grass or other 
surfaces. These can be densely overlaid to form 
a rich textural effect. Directional marks can be 
short and broken or quite continuous and flowing 
depending on the texture you are aiming for. 
Often directional mark making is used quite 
subtly, overlaid with even shading and blended, 
to create a suggested direction without being 
dominant. 



Burnishing

Burnishing with color pencil can create a beautiful rich 
glazed look. Burnishing is layering multiple colors and 
then applying heavy pressure with a light color pencil or 
with a tool. The wax melds together and causes the 
drawing surface to become slick, filling up the entire 
tooth of the paper's surface. Burnishing is ideal for 
creating sparkling glass, polished surfaces, and metals. 



Burnishing
 Begin with the build up of 

transparent layering

 On the final layer, pressure is 

applied to the colored pencil until 

the wax melds together

 Creates an opaque, painterly color

 You must use multiple hues 

(colors)

 Can use a colorless blender for 

final layer

 Brush away pencil crumbs to stop 

them from becoming embedded in 

paper

 Too much burnishing will cause 

wax bloom and paper saturation



 Burnishing works best with a light colored pencil, 
such as cream, white, light grey or cloud blue, 
apply heavy pressure over layered colored area 
to be burnished. 

 By burnishing with certain colors you can achieve 
certain affects, such as, burnishing with pale 
ochre you can give the illusion of an aged or 
antique look. 

Burnish your light areas first so that you do not 
drag any dark pigment where you don't want it. 

Burnishing



Colorless Blender

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Now we will recreate a drawing of an apple.  A green apple. Start 

with your darkest tones to be laid down first. It will give me a base 

to compare other tones to. Use "olive green" for this area. 

Throughout this entire tutorial I am using the circulism method of 

shading. 



Work to the left of my dark area but make sure that everything is 

lighter than this. I am using olive green again. There will be two 

highlights in this area so I shade around them



Highlights are going to be very subtle so carefully shade them in with olive 

green making sure that they stay lighter than the surrounding area.. Areas that 

need to be darker than the olive green receive sepia overtop. Lighter areas are 

going to be colored with some browns.  This time I use rosy beige for the 

highlight. Above that highlight will be another small one. This one I color with 

French grey 20%.



At the top left edge of the apple it to be brownish use light umber. At this 

point start transitioning darks into lighter colors. Use lime peal and light 

umber for these areas.  Be sure there are some highlights around the 

crown of the apple. I use yellow ochre for these.



Lighter, right side to have a lot of brown colors. Transition from 

dark area into light with burnt ochre and layer a little lime on top.  

Lay down sand color on the upper right edge



A Brilliant white highlight on the upper right part of the apple 

so I shade around this area. Make sure to keep this 

highlight very clean.   



The Colorless Blender 

again….

There is a tool made by 

Prismacolor called a 

colorless blender. 

It's basically a pencil that 

applies no color or tone and 

doesn't absorb any either. 

Using this tool to blend the 

colors together. 



Finish working on the crown of the apple and blending the colors with my 

colorless blender.  This drawing is very plain looking at this point so adding a 

background will help. Burnt ochre is applied using circulism again. Make sure 

your color is consistent all the way to the edges of the apple



Again, using my colorless blender,  blend all the color together. 

At the upper right corner leave the wall unblended because it 

gives the wall a texture and suggests a light source



Start on the table surface. apply burnt ochre but not quite as 

dark as the background wall. Doing a reflection on the table 

also. Just basically draw the apple upside down for this 

reflection. The dark part of the apple is on the left side so the 

darker part of the reflection should be on the left also.  The 

drawing is finished. (8hrs of work)



Leave the paper white 

for the areas you want 

to have the lightest 

value.

Always work from light 

to dark. It is very hard 

to apply a light color 

over a dark color, 

unless you are trying 

to burnish!



You can use all your pencil techniques with your 

colored pencils.  Cross-hatching, stipples, etc. to 

show different textures and make your drawing 

more interesting.



What colors can you 

find in his face?

Would the artist have 

been just as effective if 

he used pink, peach 

and brown?

What color is his hood?



How did the artist 

create the white 

bird?

What techniques 

can you see in 

this composition?



Look carefully, how many colors can you find in the car?  

What color did the artist use for shadow besides black?     

Look at the doors. What techniques can you see? 



Which techniques are used 

here? 



Now let’s look at some examples of textures that were done with 
color pencil. Notice the many colors, techniques and textures all 
created with color pencil. 









A HUGE “don’t”

Don’t let the viewer see where you started 
and stopped with your color pencils. Do 
not color in chunks with visible lines. Make 
your transitions smooth and invisible!

And especially- DO NOT OUTLINE ANY 
PART of your PROJECT!!!



Exploring techniques
 For your samples, you will explore different techniques and color 

mixing. This will be a graded assignment- Remember:

Quality over Quickness. 

 ALWAYS…REMEMBER TO USE LIGHT LAYERS!!!! (That 

means you build up light layers of colored pencil).  

 ALWAYS use more than one color in an area!

 This is not the time to be heavy handed!

 CRAFTSMANSHIP = the most difficult part of colored pencil is 

getting sharp edges and not leaving ‘wooly’ covering without 

creating outlines.

 Turn in your notes with your sample sheet!



Your project: 



































Examples of Student Projects



Examples of Student Projects



Examples of Student Projects


